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Terms & Conditions T&C-T136 
Unbundled Price Offer For SuperCare Unbundled 
Smartphone Plans  

 
1) Offer Terms and Conditions: 

 
1.1 Applicable for 12 months’ contract period: 

 
1.1.1 Customers can purchase up to two SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plan’s designated 

handsets at Unbundled Prices within the 12-month contract period. The Unbundled Price is 
available to specified models at a discount on the prevailing Recommended Retail Price which will 
be updated from time to time. Please refer to our website for the latest update. 
 

1.1.2 Upon purchasing the second handset entitled under the SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plans, 
customers are required to trade in the first SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plan’s designated 
handset (“Trade-in Handset”) previously purchased. The trade-in value is based on the Company’s 
trade-in price on the transaction day and will be offset from the Unbundled Price of the second 
handset. If the trade-in price of the previously Trade-in Handset is higher than the price of the 
second purchased handset, the balance will be credited to the Customer’s account. The Trade-in 
Handset must be of original manufacture without any modification and proven in good working 
condition and operating normally. 

 
1.1.3 Those who want to purchase the second Unbundled Plan’s designated handset but opt to not trade 

in the first handset, they are required to sign up an additional SuperCare SIM Only Smartphone 
Plan with a 24-month contract.  

 
1.2 Applicable for 24 months’ contract period: 

 
1.2.1 Customers can purchase up to four SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plan’s designated 

handsets at Unbundled Prices within the 24-month contract period. The Unbundled Price is 
available to specified models at a discount on the prevailing Recommended Retail Price which will 
be updated from time to time. Please refer to our website for the latest update. 
 

1.2.2 Upon purchasing the next handset entitled under the SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plans, 
customers are required to trade in the last SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plan’s designated 
handset (“Trade-in Handset”) previously purchased. The trade-in value is based on the Company’s 
trade-in price on the transaction day and will be offset from the Unbundled Price of the following 
second, third or fourth handset. If the trade-in price of the previously Trade-in Handset is higher 
than the price of the following second, third or fourth purchased handset, the balance will be 
credited to the Customer’s account. The Trade-in Handset must be of original manufacture without 
any modification and proven in good working condition and operating normally. 

 
1.2.3 Those who want to purchase the second, third or fourth SuperCare Unbundled Smartphone Plan 

designated handset but opt to not trade in the last handset, they are required to sign up an 
additional SuperCare SIM Only Smartphone Plan with a 24-month contract.  

 
1.3 The trade-in price will vary closely according to the market price of used handsets. Please visit our stores for 

details. 
 

1.4 Terms and conditions apply.  
 
1.5 For service plan details, please visit smartone.com/unbundled 
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